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  PRESS RELEASE  
 
  

Strong growth in Korian’s revenues (+18.5%) in Q3 2 007 
New developments on Segesta’s Italian platform 

Acquisition of Phönix completed in Germany 
 
 
Paris, 5 November 2007. The Korian Group, the French dependency care market  leader, 
generated €155 million in revenues over Q3 2007, re presenting a strong increase (+18.5%) 
compared with the same period in 2006. This good pe rformance reflects an organic growth 
rate of 6.1% and the integration of the Italian pla tform.  
 
Over the first nine months of the year, revenues ca me to €426.3 million, up 10.6% on the 
same period in 2006. 
 
 
France and Belgium  
 

 Quarterly 9 months 
 Q3 07* Q3 06 ∆ 07/06 2007* 2006 ∆ 07/06 

Dependent elderly 
home revenues  

92,2 84,6 9,0% 268,6 248,7 8,0% 

Healthcare 
revenues 

52,3 46,2 13,2% 147,2 136,8 7,6% 

Total 144,5  130,8 10,5% 415,8 385,5 7,9% 
* unaudited 

 
 
The dependent elderly home business (nursing homes) increased by 9% in Q3 2007, with organic 
growth coming out at 5.4%, confirming Korian’s ability to achieve revenue growth on dependent 
elderly homes on a constant structural basis. Over this period, the occupancy rate was 97%.  
 
With €52.3 million in revenues over the quarter, the healthcare business (follow-up care, 
rehabilitation and psychiatric clinics) has seen strong growth in its activity, up +13.2%. Thanks to 
the significant increase in the occupancy rate (+240 basis points to 96.6%) on the existing scope, 
and moves to ramp up the follow-up care and rehabilitation facility in Argonay (74, France), 
organic growth came out at 7.41%. 
 
Italy  
 
In Q3 2007, Segesta, consolidated since 1 July 2007, generated €10.6 million in revenues. Over 
the full year, the Milan-based Group is expected to record €45 million in revenues in 2007. 
 
The Italian platform has confirmed its highly dynamic development and its ability to capitalise on 
opportunities, with the acquisition of six facilities at the end of October in the Rome and Florence 
regions, representing a total of nearly 500 new beds. 
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Germany  
 
Korian completed the acquisition of the Bavarian-based group Phönix at the end of September, 
nearly three months ahead of the initial schedule. In this way, the German platform will be 
incorporated into the consolidated accounts for 2007 over three months, and will further 
strengthen the Group's EBITDAR as of 2007. Over a full year, Phönix’s revenues are expected to 
represent €85 million. 
 
Furthermore, out of the 1,900 beds to be opened between now and the end of 2008, which are 
currently under construction, more than 180 will be brought into service within the next two 
months. 
 
Strong focus on European development  
 
As Rose-Marie Van Lerberghe, Chairman of Korian’s m anagement board, explains:  “Thanks 
to its strong focus on European development, Korian now has three dynamic platforms that are 
positioned in order to consolidate their respective markets. With more than 3,000 beds authorised 
for opening within the next three years, the Group also has significant potential for organic growth, 
providing it with a strong level of visibility over its development and profitability”. 
 
 
About KORIAN: the Korian Group, founded in 2001, is the French temporary and permanent dependency 
care market leader. A private group employing over 10,000 people, Korian has a broad portfolio of activities 
that dovetail effectively with one another in France, Belgium, Italy and Germany.  
Its 214 facilities - retirement homes, follow-up care and rehabilitation clinics, and psychiatric clinics -
 represent a combined total of 18,550 beds. 
The Group has strong potential for organic growth, with more than 3,000 beds to open over the next three 
years. 
The company has been listed on Euronext Paris Eurolist (Compartment B) since November 2006. 
 
 
Next announcement: 2007 annual revenues on 5 February 2008 
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